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This study examines the alternatives of improving 
ground handling services, so that the efficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handling services could be 
increased. Secondary Data such as journal and 
online information are collected to aid in the study. 
By using descriptive analysis, the relationship 
between independent and dependent variable were 
identified. The research goal is to identify and 
suggest several alternatives to airline in improving 




Alternatives of quality ground handling, 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 
 
Ground handling services are defines as the 
services which are needed by an aircraft and 
passenger upon the time of aircraft arrival at 
terminal gate and before it’s departure on next 
flight.(Hajarat,2007).Five major services in ground 
handling namely cabin services, catering services, 
ramp services, passenger services and field 
operation services.  
This study examines the alternatives of improving 
ground handling services, degree of competitive 
advantages by the firms whose are providing 
ground handling and investigation the growth of 
ground handling in future. 
The alternatives of improving ground handling 
services are technology, human factor, airline 
policy and budget, and legal in Asia.  
 
The scope of this research includes identifying 
alternatives in improving five major services of 
ground handling. Besides, this includes the 
elements services of ground handling and standard 
of ground handling which performed by IATA and 
other party, and the growth of the ground handling. 
Also, this research will made the data comparison 
between the results of before-after implement the 
methods. In this last, the study will summarise the 
alternatives which are most valuable for increasing 
quality ground handling service and the future of 
ground handling in Asia. 
 
Competition in aviation industry is very keen 
especially when Low Cost Carriers (LCC) was 
introduced into the industry. Airlines are competing 
to each other in term of services, passenger 
experiences and the ticket price. All these elements, 
however, are directly and indirectly related to 
ground handling services that an airline owned. 
Hence, airline always look into the efficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handling services and 
constantly improve on their ground handling 
services. Airline could properly acquire competitive 
advantage through cost reduction and improves on 
the quality of ground handling services.  
 
On top of that, recent news in India regarding 
ground handling services will be takeover by 
government of India under national security reason. 
Airline in India complained on the policy would 
lead to large scale retrenchment and there would be 
no alternative use of asset already in place. The 
policy was abolished then but it has alarmed us 
about the future of ground handling. Hence, it is 
important for us to go into deep to discover 
alternatives in improving long term efficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handling services in airline 
industry. 
 
1.3 Research Question 
 
1.3.1 What are the major factors that associate with 
the quality in ground handling services? 
 
1.3.2 How far ground handling services can become 
airline’s competitive advantage? 
 












1.4.1 To measure efficiency and effectiveness of 
ground handlings services and improve quality of 
ground handling services in Asia. 
 
1.4.2 To identify future of ground handling services 
in Asia. 
 




In order to identify the key factors that affect the 
quality of ground handling services, a literature 
review has been conducted to identify the previous 
research and finding regarding this research paper. 
Independent variables and dependent variable were 
identified to see the relationship between these two 
variables. Besides, several benchmarks have been 
set up according to previous research and finding in 
order to guarantee the quality of the research. 
 
2.2Background of the study 
 
There are several independent variable should be 
taken in to consideration to improve the quality of 
ground handling services. The independent 
variables are namely technology, human factor, 
airline policy and budget, and legal. An in-depth 
research on these variables is utmost paramount and 
should be carried out in details to see the 
relationship between the independent variables and 
the ground handling services. 
 
Besides, several benchmarks are set up in order to 
accuracy of the research and avoid replication on 
same finding topic. These several benchmarks are 
minimum connecting time, percentage rate of 
misrouted baggage, minimum ground time, delay 
(IATA delay code), punctuality of ground services 
and loading of aircraft type (baggage, cargo, mail, 
etc). (Dr Evil Hartman, 2005) 
 
2.3 Relationship between current problems 
and research variables 
Technology plays an important role in improving 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the ground 
handling services quality due to the advance 
technology and more integrated world nowadays.In 
ground handling services, turnaround time is the 
element that every airline actively seeks to improve 
and shorten the time interval for this element. F. 
Gomez and D. Scholz suggests in their research, by 
adopting appropriate technology and technical 
amendment, turnaround time could be reduced and 
at the same time it could improve the ground 
operation quality. (Hamburg University of Applied 
Sciences, 2009) 
 
Human factor could bring about adverse 
repercussion to the ground handling safety issue 
and has to be taken into consideration in order to 
provide a higher safety level of ground handling 
services. “Human factors have been identified by 
the European Commercial Aviation Safety Team as 
a ground safety issue for which safety enhancement 
action plans have to be developed.”(NLR Air 
Transport Safety Institute, 2010). Besides, the 
quality of Staff in handling the ground handling 
services professionally also plays a role in 
shortening the turnaround time and provides higher 
quality of services namely the five major services 
stated in chapter 1.   
 
Airline policy also plays an imperative role in 
improving quality of ground handling services. The 
decision whether to lease the ground handling 
services to the service provider or develop the 
ground handling services themselves would sorely 
depends on airline policy as it involve a lot of 
decision making process including the Return On 
Investment (ROI) that airline can get from the 
decision made on ground handling services. 
Furthermore, some airline will have a cut cost 
policy in ground handling services such as firing of 
staff in ground handling services or catering 
expenses being cut off in the price competition with 
the low-cost carrier while there are some of the 
airline actively develop the ground handling 
services in order to shorten the turnaround time and 
improve customer satisfaction. 
 
In fact, it is not a new issue that government 
intervenes in ground handling services for air 
transportation. This is due to national safety issue 
that they have been considering as the drugs, 
weapons, explosives, and other harmful substances 
can be transferred through ground handling services. 
On the other hand, if government takeover or 
intervenes ground handling services, airline would 
experiences a great depression of income and affect 
the economic growths of 
airline.(thesundayindian.com, 2012) Hence, the 
legal also acts as a fundamental element that will 

















2.4 Theoretical framework 
 
Independent                    Dependent Variable  
Variable 
 
















Through the literature review, the foundation of the 
study had been build which as known as theoretical 
framework. Through the theoretical framework, its 
can represents our beliefs on the factors of affecting 
are related to quality of ground handling and an 
explanation. After the theoretical framework, the 
step of next study is identify the way that  requisite 
the data can be gathered and analysedto arrive at a 
solution. 
 
Statistics will be collected from secondary 
resources and conduct analysis through research. 
Qualitative data and quantitative data will been 
collected by secondary resource. Sample statistic 
will be collected through IATA (International 
Aviation Transport Association) and some of the 
third party ground handling servicers as the 
population of the research. Research Instruments 
are aggregate data analysis, evaluation research and 
human factors analysis had been used by research. 
Descriptive statistics and relational statistics 
are collected by secondary data and finding 
result in this research. To concludes, deciding the 
research design, data collection method, sampling 
size, research instruments and data analysis method 
we can have more understanding which data are 
more reliable and the testability for this project in 
order to getting the right answer for the factor 
















Figure 2: Reduced Ground Handling Accident 
Rate after joined ISAGO 
 
According from IATA, there have a reduction of 
accident rate that happened in ground handling after 
joined ISAGO since ISAGO first launched in 2008. 
As shown in figure 2, airline reduces accident rate 
in ground handling services from 17% of total 
accident rate in 2008 to 11% of total accident rate 
in 2010.  
 
 
Source: Cathay Pacific 
 
Figure 3: Decrease Risk of Safety Occurrences 
after SMS Module was implemented in 
2011. 
 
According from Cathay Pacific, there is a 
decreasing trend of risk of safety occurrences after 
Safety Management System (SMS) Module was 
implemented in 2011. As shown in figure 3, 
moderate risk decrease from 118 to 79 and high risk 
decrease from 4 to 1 starting from year 2008 to 
2010. To explain further, high risks are significant 
risks that require immediate attention and moderate 
risks are significant risks that require appropriate 
mitigation and monitoring. 
 
According the news in The Economic Times at the 
New Delhi, the government India allowed Indian 
carriers to carry out ground-handling of their own 
flights at all the airports. The proposal was made at 
a meeting Civil Aviation Minister Ajit Singh had 
with representatives of airlines here. The airlines 
complained against the policy saying it would lead 
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no alternative use of assets already in place. A 
Cabinet Committee on Security note was submitted 
and it was approved that all private airlines. This 
also includes foreign airlines, may undertake self-
handling. In the same time, all cargo airlines, which 
have their own cargo aircraft, would be allowed to 
undertake self-handling in their hub airports.  
There is not necessary to adopt cost-expensive 
technology in order to increase efficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handling services. A simple 
technology or a simple step will do.  
 
From the research, autonomous pushback system 
such “wheeltug” is adopted by reduce fuel-
inefficient and taxiing procedure in airline. 
 
 
Figure 4: Taxiing Procedure 
 
Figure 5: wheel tug 
 
Second, airstair can be used to reduce the time for 
loading and unloading of passenger without the 
assist of mobile staircase or airbridge. 
 
Figure 6: Mobile staircase  
 
Figure 7: Build-in airstair 
 
Third, baggage and cargo loading improvement can 
be done through several product such as power 
stow, sliding carpet or the ramp snake. These 
products could speed up the process of loading and 
unloading of baggage and make the process of 
baggage compartment more ergonomic. 
 
 
Figure 8: Sliding carpet 
 
Figure 9: Power Stow 
 
Figure 10: Ramp Snake 
 
5.0 Discussion & Conclusion 
 
Through the data analysis, there will be more 
significant in getting the result of the study. The 
alternatives of improvingefficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handlings services are 
airline policy- ISAGO, human factor, government 
of deregulation and technology. ISAGO setting a 
standard of ground handling policies, procedure and 
work instruction, ground handling companies 
audited and training program to the member who 
has joined in ISAGO.  This will be significant in 
improving the quality of ground handling with 
decrease accident rate and damage. 
 
Organization and manager play the important role 
in human factor whose are crew of ground handling 
service. In the company Cathay Pacific, that will 
show organizational should take a part for improve 
ground handling services. Through the program, 
manager encourage all staff report all incident with 
hazards, treats, and errors in working place, 
provider training program. This is the result of 
improving ground handling services with decreased 
risk of safety occurrence and increased worker 
satisfaction. 
 
Limited control of government in ground handling 
services of Airlines Company which will give a 
chance for them to extend their competitiveness and 
innovative for improving quality of ground 
handling services. However, intervention of 
government will be given a support of budget for 
airline firms in investment advanced technologies 
or exchange old technologies in order to prevent 





Advanced technology is not necessary to adopt 
cost-expensive in order to increase quality of 
ground handling. Airlines firms can through the 
economics prices of ordering a bulk of technologies 
with suppliers, exchanged old technologies to new 
technologies and smart choice for the lost cost and 
simple technologies with full functions in order to 
minimize the confusing of crew.  
 
Ground handling services can be the competitive 
advantage for airlines firms, the more quality of 
ground handling services provided, the more 
competitive advantage on leveraging the reputation 
of the company, customer’s satisfaction and 
attractive new market.  
 
In future, ground handling services play important 
part for operation of airlines company, third party 
will be a significant choice than self-handling 
which can provide more efficiency and 
effectiveness of ground handling services. Even 
there will experience lost in first few years for 
operations ground handling services, but it will gain 
more profits to airlines firm when they continually 
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